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Quick info
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Description 2024 Alliance RV Avenue 37MBR, Alliance Avenue fifth wheel 37MBR highlights:
Two Bedrooms Kitchen Island U-Shaped Dinette Dual Recliner Theater Seat
Outdoor Griddle This fifth wheel is packed full with comfortable features! The
front private bedroom has a queen bed slide that can be switched out for an
optional king bed, a dresser, and a front wardrobe that is prepped to add an
optional washer and dryer. Freshen up each morning in the full bathroom with a
30" x 50" shower then head to the full kitchen to prepare breakfast with the
kitchen island and three burner cooktop. The second bedroom has a sofa slide
with a loft above it all. Relax each night on the dual recliner theater seating across
from the swing mount 50" HDTV with hidden storage behind it or play a few
games at the U-shaped dinette. This model also has the option to switch out the
U-shaped dinette for an optional floating dinette table beside the theater seat. You
also have an outside refrigerator and outside griddle by a flip-up baggage door
for storage! A benchmark chassis creates a space saver upper deck with each
one of these Avenue fifth wheels by Alliance RV! The 101 in. wide-body
construction gives you more room to walk around and the flush slide out floors
throughout prevent any tripping. There are Azdel composite sidewalls inside and
out, and a seamless fully walkable PVC roof for extreme durability, zero
maintenance, and it is more solar reflective because of the bright white color.
Twin 13,500 BTU A/C units provide 27,000 BTUs of cooling power which are ultra
quiet and independently controlled keeping you comfortable during your entire
trip. And, the fully enclosed and heated underbelly means that you can extend
your camping season into the colder months if you like. You are sure to love the
"no carpet zone" making each Avenue easy to clean and allergen free, not to
mention pet friendly with vinyl flooring throughout. And, strategically placed
Atrium windows in the bedroom and living area will not only provide more light,
cross ventilation and fresh air, but bring a spectacular view of your surroundings
right inside. You can maximize your space throughout with innovative storage
solutions like the hidden storage behind the TV, inside the end tables, ottoman,
and dinette chairs. Come choose your favorite model today!
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Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 92656
VIN Number: 7M5FA4024RA008878
Condition: New
Length: 39
GVW: 14000
Sleeps: 6
Slideouts: 4
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